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Type (core, specialization, optional, dissertation, other):
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1. General overview in connection with European Criminal Law 

2. European Union influence on substantive criminal law

3. Business-related "euro crimes"

4. Protection of the financial interests of the Union

5. Money-laundering

6. Counterfeiting of euro and other currencies

7. Insider trading

8. The fight against corruption

9. Cybercrime

10. European Union influence on criminal procedure

11. International cooperation in criminal matters 

12. Cooperation between the Member States

13. Relevant institutions of the Union

Required readings:

Recommended readings:

Evaluation method:

English

Core

Course Description

European Criminal Law and Cooperation in the Field of Business Related Crimes 

joggulaj@uni-miskolc.hu

AJBKR100LLML1

Dr. József Gula associate professor

case presentation, essay

1

4

practical mark

Janet Dine: Criminal Law in the Company Context. Dartmouth Publishing Company. 

Dartmouth, 1995. 

Keay, Andrew: Company directors' responsibilities to creditors. Routledge-Cavendish. 

Oxon, UK. 2007.  

André Klip: European Criminal Law: An Integrative Approach, Intersentia, Cambridge-

Antwerpen 2016

André Klip: Materials on European Criminal Law, Intersentia, Cambridge-Antwerpen 

2014

The purpose of the subject is to provide a general overview in connection with European Criminal Law and the system of cooperation in business-related crimes. European Criminal Law is explained as a multi-level field of law in which the European Union has normative influence on substantive criminal law, criminal procedure, and cooperation between the Member States. The setting of objective is to put special emphasis on business-related "euro crimes", the protection of the financial interests of the Union, the counter-steps of the organisation taken within the framework of the fight against corruption, money-laundering, counterfeiting of euro and other currencies, insider trading, and cybercrime. In addition, the curriculum includes some topical issues related to international cooperation in criminal matters and relevant institutions of the Union.
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